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Trieste
1998 - 2004
Municipality of Trieste 

From 1997 to 2001 the city of Trieste, initiated a series of projects, funded 
by the European Union, the Region Friuli Venezia Giulia and the city, in the 
requalification of the area of Cittavecchia, the medieval heart of the city.
The reconstruction of Casa della Musica has been part of this intervention 
called Piano Urban.
The project has been realized in close collaboration and in perfect balance 
with the planning administration on the one hand and the future manage-
ment of the Scuola di Musica 55 music school on the other hand, in order to 
answer contemporarily to the needs of urban recovery and to the new 
sofisticated functions.
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The work has dealt with:
- the recovery of the outer shell, respecting the characteristics of a building 
in the city centre;
- the construction of a highly technical inner shield, accustically isolated, 
independant and able to accomodate all the musical activities in a densly 
constructed environment.

The volumetric outline has benn reconstructed according to the philosophy 
of recovery, to build as it was and where it was, fundamental to the city 
administration in this part of the city.

CASA DELLA MUSICA
the building and the historical context
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At the ground floor, one time occupied by a historic tavern, today is dedica-
ted to the reception with a small bar and a little shop for gadgets and musi-
cal instruments, an office and an area for cable connections and control of 
the rooms at the upper floors.
On the first floor there are rooms both for exercise and study lined with 
modular pannels in sound absorbing material, that can be used simultane-
ously, an ample distributive corridor, that can be used for small encounters 
and art exhibitions.
The second floor is occupied by the large registration room with rooms for 
performers and the producer’s area.

primo piano

second floor
first floor
ground floor

1  main entrance
2  bar
3  rehearsal studios
4  offices
5  recordings studios
6  direction studio
7  small recordings studios
8  stores
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CASA DELLA MUSICA
the new areas
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On the blue façade a winding, glittering pentagram catches the attention of 
visitors passing by Capitelli road, with traces of notes on the windows on 
the first floor and slight grooves on plaster.

The furnishings choice combined contemporary shapes, design, and the use 
of effective materials, with technical, functional and administrative needs. 

Materials such as smooth cement, corrugated metal, raw wood panels and 
plants left visible, allow to identify immediately the eclectic nature of the 
building.
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CASA DELLA MUSICA
finishings

  
 

  


